We describe a new Maximum Entropy pole-zero spectral estimation method. The model is designed to match given correlation and cepstral values, yet achieve the maximum possible entropy. The solution is based on solving a generalized symmetric ahnost-Toeplitz eigenvalue problem. We characterize this solution, present a fast computational algorithm, and give examples.
Introduction
Maximum Entropy has been suggested by numerous authors as a good objective measure for "optimaUy" modeling the power spectrum of a wide-sense stationary random process. In the original Maximum Entropy Spectral Analysis (MESA) formulation of Burg[l] , the power spectrum P(ej') is chosen by maximizing the entropy function subject to constraints on several of the correlations of the model. Japes [2] has argued that the resulting maximum entropy model a&--rately describes the available information, but is maximally noncommittal with regard to the unavailable information. In the case where the constrain5 are placed on a set of uniformly spaced correlations of a one-dimensional stationary process, Maximum Entropy analysis leads to an aI-pole model whose coefficients may be found by a fast Levimn recursion algorithm. Modifications of the procedure, such as the covariance method, the forwardbackward covariance method, and so forth, have been explored in depth by numerous author@].
In this paper, we consider a generalization of the Maximum Entropy Method of spectral estimation (MEM) in which we find the power spectrum with the largest entropy which matches both a set of correlation and a set of cepstral values. Lagunas-Hernandez et. a2. [4] first showed that these constraints lead to an Autoregressive MovingAverage (ARMA) model for the power spectnun. Unable to solve for the pole and zero polynomial coefficients, however, they used an approximate solution technique having suboptimal performance.
In this paper, we solve this problem exactly for the case of a onedimensional process, with uniformly spaced correlation and cepstral lags centered about zero.
Derivation of an ARMA Model
Suppose we observe a segment of N data samples The cepstrum is defined by:
Using the available time series data, we would like to estimate the power spectmm P ( z ) . Burg[l.] suggested a power spectrum estimation procedure which often achieves high resolution with low variance. His idea was to choose the power spectrum which matches known constraints derived from observations of the process, but which otherwise has maximum entropy H . For a stationary Gaussian random process, the average entropy can be shown to be proportional to:
We consider a straightforward extension to Burg's Maximum Entropy procedure which leads to an Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model. Suppose that we know the exact values of the first The coefficients {ek} and {pk} must be chosen so that the constraints (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. It is well known that linear time invariant systems satisfying finite order difference equations are naturally described by ARMA models. Thus this approach to spectral estimation has the potential 02 yielding accurate models for many physical systems.
Determining the ARMA Model's Coellicients
Let us assume that we can factor the power spectrum into a product of a gain y2 t i : = a, minimum phase factor G (2) times a maximum phase factor G (1/z ):
where G (2) is causal and stable, with leading coefficient of 1, and with a causal and stable inverse, l/G(z).
We define g[O] = 1, and g [ n ] 0 for n<O. Because the MEM power spedrum (2.4) must be a finite order rational polynomial, G (2) can be factored into a ratio of two minimum phase polynomials:
where:
All the roots of A,,(") and B q ( z ) must be imide the unit circle. It is convenient to define uOs = 1 and = 1.
Oppenheim and Schafer[S] derived a simple formula for minimum phase models which relates the cepstral coefficients, c [ n ] ,
to the coefficients of the impulse response, g [n I: Now to find the pole and zero coefficients. Multiplying both sides of (3.3) by Ap (2) gives:
Equating like powers of z on both sides, and recognizing that Computing the solution to (3.11) requires finding a value of y2 such that % O , ,q) has a non-trivial null space. More specifically, it can be shown that the gain must be chosen so that this matrix is positive semidefinite, KyO,,q) 2 0 . Then a is an appropriately scaled member of this null space.
To compute this solution, it is convenient to multiply (3.11) through by l/y2, in order to restate the problem as follows: Solve the following generalized real symmetric eigenvalue problem:
for all generalized eigenvalues Ai and corresponding eigenvectors $.
Let X, be the largest eigenvalue solution, and let x , be the corresponding eigenvector. We on show that the MEM solution must have gain +2 = UX,, with pole coefficients e equal to z , , scaled so that uOs = 1. The zero coefficients h are computed from We c a l l this the MEMO, ,q) solution. Note that equation (3.11) is similar to that solved in Mullis and Roberts least squares ARMA method [6]; the difference is that they effectively assume that the gain y2 is known, and they do not force the model to match the correlatiom.
Properties of the MEM(p,qJ solution
The matrix Ky(p ,q) has an interesting structure which allows us to prove a variety of interesting properties for this MEM algorithm. The ( n ,m)'h element in this matrix has the formula:
where we define g [ n ] = 0 for n <O. This formula indicates that KyO, , q ) is an almost-Toeplitz matrix with displacement rank of three [7] . It is this structure which Mullis and Roberts exploited to derive a fast Levinson-like algorithm for finding the vector 6 once T2 is known. This structure also allows us to a n a l p the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the MEM(p , q ) solution.
Suppose that 5 > 0 and the maximum eigenvalue X, has multiplicity r = 1. Then it can be shown [8] contain up to r -1 extra canceling polezero pairs yhich may be placed anywhere. The MEM (p ,q) power spectrum P p , q ( z ) , however, is still uniquely defined, and is equal to the MEM(p -r +l,q -r +1) power spect rum.
Algorithms solving:
A fast algorithm to compute the MEM(p ,q) solution relies on for n = 0, . . . , p . Note that our MEM (p , ) problem is identical to solving this problem for n = p with gain 9' = l/A-; with this gain we will have = 0.
Mullis and Robert.$6] remgnized that the displacement rank 3 structure of Ky(p ,q ) allows us to recursively and quickly compute the a, , E, solution in terms of the a,-1, solution. Their algorithm is a Levinson-style recursion, computing two auxiliary predictor vectors and a 2 x 2 matrix as well as the vectors a, and scalars e, for n = 0 , . . . . p .
In order to compute the correct gain .52, we could consider guessing a value for y2, then running the Mullis-Roberts algorithm.
We can show that if y2 < l/X, then E,,? . . . power spectrum j p , q ( z ) can be calculated from (3.13). In theory, at least, the multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue could be estimated by counting the number of terms E, which are approximately equal to zero. Faster procedures than binary search probably could be devised, but b i y search has the advantage of achieving a given level of precision for y after a fixed number of passes.
If p > q , then the first p -q + l steps of the MullisRoberts recursive algorithm will give the same results regardless of the value of y2. To save time, therefore, we need only restart the recursive algorithm at step n = p -q for each new value of y2 that we test. In fact, it can be shown that these first p -q step are identical to Levitson's recursion.
Pisarenko's Method
There is a special case of our MEM (p ,q ) method which turns out to be identical to Pisarenko's well known method for fitting a harmonic line spectrum to a set of correlations [8] . Assume that there are at least as many zeroes as poles, q ? p , and that the known cepstral 
q . This implies that
GEq GpR = I is an identity matrix, and that Ky(p ,q) = % -y21.
The MEM(p , q ) gain 92 = l/A-will equal the minimum eigenvalue of %, and the pole polynomial coefficients hp will be the corresponding eigenvector of s. This is exactly the Pisarenko solution. From (3.8), the corresponding zero polynomial will satisfy i q ( z ) = i p ( z ) .
Thus every pole must be canceled by a matching zero, and any extra zeroes will be placed at the origin. The MEM power spedrum will be flat, P P R ( Z ) = 92.
Experimental Results
When applying our MEM method to a finite segment of timeseries data, it is important to get good initial estimates of the correlations and cepstra. The most straightforward method would apply a
Hamming (or similar) window to the data, then compute the periodc- Figures 1,2 show the result of applying the method to data derived by passing an impulse train with perid 91 through an 8 pole, data, then an initial MEM(50,O) model was calculated. The first 6 impulse response. coefficients for this all-pole model were calculated, and combined with the first 10 correlation values to fit an MEM(10,6) model. We deliberately used a model with an extra pole and zero pair in order to demonstrate the behavior when the model order is set too high. The models have low variance, and all conform closely to the original filter shape. Note, however, the peahar glltch in many of the models near a frequency of 0.27. This is caused by a nearly canceling pole-zero pair located virtually OR the unit circle. None of the models are minimum phase. The culprit appears to be related to the theorems on cancelling pole-zero pairs.
In all 12 datasets, the multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue is estimated as r =l. Given more poles and zeros than necessary, however, the method tries to locate the extra poles and zeroes someplace where they will nearly cancel. Unfortunately, our theorems suggest that canceling pole-zero pairs can only be located on the unit circle. The result is a sharp, highly variable "glitch' in the power spectrum. Figure 2 shows the results when the correct model order, MEM(8,4) is used, with an initial MEM(40,O) model to estimate the correlations and cepstra. Note that the 12 model spectra are quite acnuate, except for some variance in the depth of the high frequency null in the spectrum.
In general, resolution in the model power spectrum appears to be controlled by the number of poles used in the model; adding more zeroes tends to improve the shape of the spectral peaks. In practice it is rare for the method to detect multiple eigenvalues, even when the model order is set relatively high. Non-minimum phase models do not appear to have significantly different shape than minimum phase models generated from datasets with the same stochastic behavior. The worst problem, in general, is the presence of sharp glitches in the power spectrum when the model order is high. Further work is needed to devise an accurate model order estimation procedure, or to eliminate this behavior.
Conclusions
Our new pole-zero MEM method appears quite promising. Given correlations and cepstra, we solve a generalized eigenvector problem for the largest eigenvalue; this is the inverse of the model gain. The corresponding eigenvector is the pole coefficients, and the zeroes are computed by a simple recursion. The solution is unique, except for posdble pole-zero cancellation, and the pole polynomial is guaranteed to be stable. If the zero polynomial is minimum phase, then the model is the solution to the MEM problem; otherwise there is no solution. A fast algorithm was presented for computing the model, and connections were shown to Pisarenko's method. Experiments show that the method is promising, although it is neceSSary to estimate the correlation and cepstral values carefully. 27.12. 4
